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YO021 PATH

Example 1:
Constellation with 7 interventions

Guovdageaidnu is today a physically fragmented village, with

The proposed strategies, activities and places shall be seen as a set of

little coherence between its scattered clusters of buildings, and

ideas on how Guovdageaidnu can become a sustainable community,

with two sharp division lines running right through it - the E45

developing new sources of income and creating attractive living

and the Guovdageaidnu river. The project proposal is therefore a

conditions. Some ideas are completely new, others a development

PATH that seeks to tie the village together through a series of new

of exisiting traditions, re-enforcing what Guovdageaidnu already

strategies, activities and places. Just like the stars have guided

has to offer. Guovdageaidnu is a community with a strong local

man for centuries, the new interventions can be linked in infinite

engagement and awareness of the Sámi heritage. Some of the

ways, creating a constellation that is unique to Guovdageaidnu.

architectural interventions therefore have references to traditional

The proposed strategies, activities and places vary in scale and

building traditions, such as the áiti and the njalla. They should be

complexity - they can be linked differently, depending on wants

functional and easy to construct. A goal of the proposal is that as

and the means at disposal. The task of creating the constellation

many of the ideas as possible can be constructed through local

that best represents Guovdageaidnu should be given to the people

knowledge, materials and resources.

of Guovdageaidnu. The aim of the proposal is therefore to present
the inhabitants with a tool kit, that will help steer the direction

VISUAL IDENTITY

towards the future. The proposal shall be seen as a catalogue of

The new interventions must be able to stand the test of time,

ideas, that can be further explored by the local inhabitants - a basis

both aesthetically and structurally. They should be symbols of a

for a continued conversation - ságat allat.

life in close connection with nature - simple and robust ways of
living in harsh weather conditions. The proposal therefore seeks

Example 2:
Constellation with 19 interventions

The proposal explores the strategy of creating a more densified

architectural simplicity, while still creating constructions that are

centre at the location of the existing primary school - linking the

recognizable as part of a greater whole - the path. The circle is

new developments to the north with the old city centre to the

proposed as an element that binds both path, people and places

south. Around this new core grows a system of paths, linking the

together. The palette of the proposal is a re-interpretation of the

constellation of new activities and places - making it easy to move

traditional Sámi colours. Together with the circle, these could be

around, and to explore, Guovdageaidnu, for both locals and tourists.

used in creating a new brand for Guovdageaidnu. An aesthetic true

Two types of paths will set the new program. The main path is an

to the Sámi origin, but with a touch of a modern graphical identity.

infinite loop - a circle - which ties the new constellation of strategies,
activities and places together. The secondary paths are thought of

CONCEPT DIAGRAM
A range of activities and places are spread out around a new centre, linked by a network of paths tying

Example 3:

the village together. The number of interventions is irrelevant, they can be linked in infinite ways, forming a variety of

Constellation with 13 interventions

constellations.

as partly physical, partly imaginary lines that connect the stars of
the constellation, and which facilitate access to the new village
centre. Common for all paths is that they follow the curves of the
terrain, in accordance with Sámi culture and thourough knowledge
about moving in tune with nature.

1. ARRIVAL

2. MOB ILITY IN THE VILLAGE

3. MEETING POINTS

installation created by local artists, could be placed at the north- and south

pedestrians and bikers from motorized vehicles, and makes it comfortable

places where both locals and tourists can meet, have a picnic, or just chat

activity and mixed use. A skating bowl can for example be used for skate-

entrance to the village. An ever-changing landmark, telling you that you

to move around Guovdageaidnu. Lights are added along the route, so that

for a while. To shield against the rough climate some of the meeting points

boarding in the summer, while be a perfect spot for ski- and snowboard-

have reached a unique place, and that you are home.

the path can be used all year round - functioning also as a lighted ski trail

offer a simple shelter.

tricks in the winter.

02

Arriving to Guovdageaidnu should be something special. An annual art

Moving around in the village should be easy and safe. The path separates

01

Along the path are meeting points, such as benches and playgrounds -

4. URBAN ACTIVITIES 17

Urban activities are added along the path. Emphasis is put on year-round

in winter.

5. LOCAL FOOD

22

6. VERTICAL GARDEN

29

7. FOOD LAB & CAFÉ

08

8. BREWERY

30

The people of Guovdageaidnu are used to living in tune with nature, and

Vertical gardens can easily be installed in existing buildings (including

A food lab, using ingredients from the region to experiment and create

A local brewery specializing in beer and wine made from local berries will

harvesting from mother nature what she has to offer. By adding communal

basements). By introducing a vertical garden facility, harvesting can

opportunities for innovative food products - potentially giving new sources

create jobs, and attention on the food scene. In combination with the food

gardening plots and seasonal mushroom-control stations along the path,

continue in the cold and dark winter months - all fuelled by solar energy

of income. In the café, guests can socialize and taste the experiments real-

lab, this will become a new meeting place and social arena exploring the

a tradition for harvest becomes part of daily urban life, as well as an

from the midnight sun of course!

time, alongside a glass from the local brewery.

unique tastes of Guovdageaidnu.

accessible activity for tourists.

Kr

9. FOOD FESTIVAL

07

Guovdageaidnu has an abundance of natural resources, and this should

10. E-LEARNING

04

Digital solutions give new possibilities for learning for both tourists and

11. CIRCULAR ECONOMY

12. MIXED HOUSING 19

Waste can be a resource. Food waste can fuel a vertical garden, and plastic

Housing for senior citizens and young adults/students is placed in the

be shown to the world! An annual food festival where traditional produce

locals. An app to scan plants and learn about the regional flora, adds

and paper can be turned into new and innovative products. By introducing

same area to create a more lively and engaging community. By sharing

and new innovative dishes are presented, would place Guovdageaidnu

a new dimension when wandering along the path experiencing the

a trading system that rewards waste return to local companies, the basis

social areas and common meeting points, new and more spontanous

and the larger Sápmi region, on the gastronomic map.

Guovdageaidnu nature.

for a new circular economy is established.

relationships can arise. Young people can also be of help to the elderly, or
maybe vice versa?

13. YOUNG & OLD TOGETHER

26

12

Kindergarten and elderly care homes are placed close to each other, to

14. HOUSING FOR YOUNG ADULTS

19

Having your own home is important for the sense of independence and

16. BRAIN GAIN

16. VISIT GUOVDAGEAIDNU

To become self-sufficient in a new era of innovation and tourism,

It should be easy to visit Guovdageaidnu, and to travel across Sápmi. A

give easy access, and plenty of opportunities for interaction accross the

self-worth. Access to affordable housing is important to make it attractive

Guovdageaidnu needs people with varied skills. If education cannot be

single home page and app should be created as a collaborative effort

age groups.

both to stay in Guovdageaidnu, as well as to attract young people/students

offered locally, knowledge must be harvested elsewhere. Moving away

with other cities in the region. A single place to find information about

from abroad. To maintain a vibrant community, more and smaller units

from home is daunting, but maybe less so, if you have community backing

transport, accommodation and activities. One unique place to take you on

should be built.

and a plan for employment upon return?

your next adventure!
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PHASES
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Short timeframe (1-2 years):
The diagram shows examples of interventions
that can be carried out in a short timeframe.
The main architectural intervention would be
the construction of a community centre/cultural
house. This could be combined with a chosen mix
of activities and places, to start creating the path.
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Medium timeframe (2-5 years):
The diagram shows examples of interventions
that can be carried out in a medium timeframe.
The main architectural intervention would be
the construction of the new primary school,
kindergarten, and potentially a new gym and
swimming pool. The path could also be further
developed with additional activities and places.

13

30

14

26

19

Long timeframe (5-10 years):
The diagram shows examples of interventions
that can be carried out in a longer timeframe.
The main architectural intervention would be the
construction of new housing for the elderly and
young adults, and pontentially a new health care
centre. The path could also be further developed
with additional activities and places.
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01

Meeting point/picnic

02

Arrival

03

Reindeer- and northern light watching

04

Virtual information

05

Market (duodji, food) + tourist info

06

Community centre/cultural house

07

Food festival

08

Food lab + café

09

Canoe/kayak/stand-up paddle

10

Swimming

11

Dock

12

Primary school + kindergarten

13

Bridge

14

Mobile hut (sauna, ice fishing)

15

Fishing

16

Ice skating

17

Playground

18

Innovation hub/co-working space

19

Housing for young people

20

Reindeer racing

21

Snowmobile racing + watercross

22

Communal gardening

23

Bird watching

24

Mushroom control station

25

Theatre

26

Health centre + care homes

27

Picking berries

28

Hunting

29

Vertical Garden

30

Brewery
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A NEW VIBRANT CENTRE
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E 1:1.000
20

longer time frame the existing health

proposed at the site of the current

centre could also be moved here,

primary school. A densification here

to better cater to all residents - and

will create coherence between the

especially, for the elderly to have the

developments in the north, and

services close at hand.

new,

denser

development

the old centre to the south. Many

Meeting Point

Br

is

A

Meeting Point

and interaction all day round. In the

functions and age groups are placed

A NEW URBAN PARK

together, to create a new vibrant focal

To create more urban activity for

point. The existing primary school

young and old people alike, an

should be demolished, and replaced

urban park is proposed in the terrain

by a new one - along with a new

stretching

gym and swimming pool, that can be

field down to the new village core.

used by all residents. A community

Here there is access to communal

centre/cultural house is proposed at

gardening plots, a playground, and

the centre of the new development.

skating bowls that can be used for

This building can accomdate many

activity both summer and winter.

activities - everything from drinking

By activating this area, the missing

a cup of coffee, to attend cultural

link between the brim and the bowl

groups, yoga, or a small concert.

is established - and a new centre

New housing for senior citizens

emerges, running subtly from the

and young adults should also be

north to the south between the E45

established, in order to create activity

and the river.

from

the

old

sports
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03

Multi-purpose pavilion

100

06

Community centre/
cultural house

A shelter that can be used by tourists to watch the reindeers
or the northern lights. It can also be used as studio space for
local artists. House A and B have identical plan and section

Proposed as the new central

Market space & tourist information

05

meeting point in the village.

A collection of small houses inspired by the áiti, that can be used

measures, but different furniture plan, doors and windows.

This circular building invites

for seasonal markets (duodji and local food), food festival and other

people in from all sides,

special events. Upon entering the circle, a house containing a tourist

Magnetic North

and can be programmed in

information, welcomes the visitors.

many different ways. The free
standing “boxes” contain a
multi-purpose room (1), a
kitchen (2) and a toilet- and

B

B

storage-unit (3). Around

C

B

these boxes the room can be

Movie

furnished in a variety of ways,
B
C

allowing for everything from

A

intimate conversation around
the fire place, to stage seating
for smaller performances. The

We need an area

common areas could also be

to sell our local

used for exhibitions.

products, such
as foods and

foundation of our lives
and contribute greatly
to the evolution of
Guovdageaidnu, (...) we
must never forget that.

Yoga

resilitent point of
departure. An aíti
is an outhouse,
and it is common

I would make sure you can

to build an aíti

walk around town, and in the

when extra

surrounding nature (...) - build

storage is needed.

places where we can meet each
other, talk about life and create
ideas.

03

fi lm - an d TV- c reator

and they are the

seasonal protection).

method as a

L i sa Mar ie

here in the first place,

(with sliding mosquito nets for

local aíti building

Inge r Mar i t engineer

the reason we settled

building up during summer

idea to use the

Sara Marg ret he PhD Perform ing Arts

I think the reindeer is

2

make it possible to open the

would be a good

A

1

Culture

Three sliding door openings

duodji products. It

B

3

23

05

Jo han Kl em et PhD Soc ial Sc iences

A

A (town) centre
is an important
condition
for social
gatherings,
meaning that
we get to meet
our neighbours
and relatives.

13
06
01

11
13

14

Bridge

We have no
A

A

space for outdoor

A

activities:
playgrounds for the
children or sledge

Meeting point/bus stop/picnic

Ni ls Jo han j our nalist

runs. We have no

01

A small shelter with a separate unit for waste
disposal. Provides protection against mosquitos in
the summer and the cold temperatures in winter.

outdoor park where
we can sit down and
just relax, a spot for
campfires or a làvvu-

It is important

tent or turf hut to

that our landscape

enter.

is facilitated for
voluntary work. Is it

Mosquitos

right just to consider

Bird watching-tower 23

In the age of experience economy where the customer

A tower and observation deck inspired by the

is your “personal” marketer, tourism enterprises can

what we really need
are areas where we
can create activity?

njalla. The observation deck is sheltered, so that

actually market a destination by delivering meaningful

the tower can be used all year-round.

experiences to the customer.

Ant je bu si n e s s con s u lt ant

Maia l in g u is t

buildings, when

11

Mobile hut (sauna, ice fishing) 14

Dock
In connection with the new bridge, a circular dock is proposed. The dock

A mobile shelter inspired by the aíti, which can be used both for

is multi-functional, working both as a safe “harbour” for swimmers,

ice fishing and as a sauna. It can also be used as a simple shelter/

and starting point for kayak and canoe trips. The dock also has terraced

viewing point in summer, protecting against mosquitos.

stairs, where people can sit and enjoy the closeness to the river.

